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DRONE RECORDS                                      NEWSFLASH                                                                FEBRUARY 2014 
Dear Droners, here's the 8th & last update for this  year, FEBRUARY 2014!  
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: )  www.dronerecords.de/download/Newflash14-02.pdf 
 
* our own label announcements: *    OUT NOW:   * * * DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 3    LP    (Drone Records MIND-03)   * * *  
.... dedicated to the Drones of the World, and the Drones of our Minds: Vol. 3: JIM HAYNES (USA), MANINKARI (Belgique), KSHATRIY (Russia), EXIT IN GREY (Rus). lim. 500, 4 different vinyl-colours.  

OUT SOON (PRE ORDER NOW! - release date mid march 2 014):   RAISON D'ETRE - Mise en Abyse  CD     (Transgredien t TR-10)    
.... the new studio album, a dark & enlightening 'subconscious journey into the deepest and most chaotic parts of the self' - music like an initiation process!  
 
HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES in this update:  new albums by PHILL NIBLOCK, CISFINITUM (great new CD focused on toads), A SILVER MT.ZION, BOHREN & DER CLUB OF GORE, 
ÄÄNIPÄÄ (new project of MIKA VAINIO & STEPHEN O'MALLEY), KEVIN DRUMM, JEAN-CLAUDE ELOY (3 more releases of unpublished recordings!), BRUCE GILBERT (with BAW collective), 
JIM O'ROURKE (extremely nice 'exp. drone' work), JOHANN JOHANNSSON, the COIL remixes "Recoiled" of NINE INCH NAILS songs, BARDOSENETICCUBE, EXIT IN GREY, AIDAN BAKER, 
RYOJI IKEDA, GENESIS (BRAYER) P-ORRIDGE with BRYIN DALL on a lim. LP, COUM TRANSMISSION - more archive material on lim. LP, RAPOON (collection of rare material Vol. 2), Z'EV, 
PHILIP CORNER (another lim. LP), plus re-issues of 'old gold' from MAEROR TRI (re-issue of first MC), COLIN POTTER, LEGENDARY PINK DOTS (two parts of the legendary Traumstadt MC 
series), AUTOPSIA, LEO KÜPPER, FRANCOIS BAYLE, AKOS ROZMANN, B. PARMEGIANI's masterpiece "De Natura Sonorum" (first vinyl re-issue), and and and..  
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (ma ybe) more unknown stuff:  we liked very much the releases from RE-DRUM (Russian ghost ambience), FREIBAND (endless ambient 
drones) on CDR and original MC for multitrack recorders, JOCELYN POOKs "Flood" (special price), incredible intense field recordings by DAVID VELEZ & SIMON WHETHAM (CD on 
Unfathomless), the collaboration album by Z'EV & NICK PARKIN on Soleilmoon with hallucinogenic drones (a late discovery), the SPECTRAL ARMIES LP (another project with NICK MOTT), 
PRETERITE (MENACE RUINE follower/side-project),... check them out !!! 

 
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  Please note the minimum 
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for 
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.  
Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de   
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't orde r through the website) to make our work on your ord ers easier & faster and to avoid further delays, th anks a lot ! BEST DRONES !!     BaraKa[H] 
 

NR. - TITLE  
FORMAT 

-  
LABEL & CAT-

NR  
YEAR? 

-  SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -  PRICE  

1 ÄÄNIPÄÄ - Through a Pre-Memory  do-LP Editions Mego 
eMEGO 175 2013 

project of MIKA VAINIO and STEPHEN O'MALLEY, with help of ALAN DUBIN (KHANATE), EYVIND 
KANG, and others on strings, combining massive guitar & electronic sounds with string arrangments and 
vocals  

€20,50 

2 AUTOPSIA - Palladium  CD Old Europa Cafe 
OECD184 2013 

early material by this pioneering post-industrial & multi-media artist from former Yugoslavia - the re-issue 
of 2nd album from 1991 (Hyperion), plus the more sacral / dark ambient sounding "Factory Rituals" - a 
set of four unreleased tracks from 1989 => very structured 'martial' industrial using neo-classic samples, 
dark drones and very nice atmospheric parts with choirs, etc..  

€13,00 

3 BAGHIRI, AMIR - Light Textures  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACLE 1002 2013 a homage to Persian astronomer, philosopher & poet OMAR KHAYYAM, a soundtrack to the endless 

depths of the universe; lim. 55 copies only !! €13,00 

4 BAGHIRI, AMIR - Prayers for the Earth  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACLE 1001 2013 pure 'cosmic" space ambience (without beats) by the well known German composer (of Iranian origin), 

lim. 120 copies only !  €13,00 

5 BAKER, AIDAN - Already Drowning  CD Gizeh Records 
GZH43LP 2013 

songs inspired by myths & folktales about female water spirits, feat. vocals of CLARA ENGEL, JESSICA 
BAILIFF, CARLA BOZULICH, LIZ HYSEN (PICASTRO), etc.. a very special BAKER-work, moving 
further into new directions..  

€17,50 

6 BAKER, AIDAN - Live at lab.30  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACLAB 1004 2013 one long mesmerizing solo guitar-piece rec. November 2010 at the lab.30 festival in Augsburg; 

numbered ed. 50 copies in oversized special folder cardboard sleeve with inlay  €9,00 

7 BARDOSENETICCUBE - Ambiwax  CD ML 0513 2013 
lim. 250 - release on IGOR POTSUKAILO's own label - great trip into BARDO's world of surrealistic 
electro-drones & cyber-psychedelia.. 'transparent bubbles of consciousness collapse and dissolve in 
scraps of conversation from a weird movie'  

€13,00 
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8 BASINSKI, WILLIAM - A Red Score in Tile  CD 2°62 1301 2013 
re-issue of long deleted LP from 2003, with a tape composition made in 1979 (!) showing perfectly 
BASINSKIs ability to create 'dying loops', a perfectly blend atmosphere of nostalgia & decay.. a one-
tracker of 45+ minutes 

€16,00 

9 BASINSKI, WILLIAM - Variations: a 
Movement in Chrome Primitive  do-CD  2°62 1302 2013 re-issue of epic album from 2004, using fragile piano figures in endless repetition, evoking a feeling of 

timelessness and slow decay..  €23,00 

10 BAYLE, FRANCOIS - L'Experience 
Acoustique  3 x LP  Recollection GRM 

REGRM 010 2013 
first ever vinyl edition of this early BAYLE piece, composed 1969-1972, with a playtime of over 2 hours - 
an "exploration of the true nature of the listening process itself" - very obscure, evocative sounds that still 
sound not old over 40 years later, often very calm & dense, based on instrumental & animal sounds 
mixed with electronics, found sounds of popular music, etc.. . great re-issue in gatefold cover 

€30,00 

11 BAYLE, FRANCOIS - Les Couleurs de la 
Nuit  LP Sub Rosa SRV371 2013 

'Perhaps that which is lost or destroyed does in fact circulate?' - the complete version of BAYLEs 
masterpiece from 1982, a work for tapes and computer, transforming various instrumental sources with 
electronic means in order to create 'sound images moving like butterflies through audible space' 
[BAYLE]... a very own musical language; vinyl version lim. 500 

€15,00 

12 BAYLE, FRANCOIS - Les Couleurs de la 
Nuit  CD Sub Rosa SR371 2013 

'Perhaps that which is lost or destroyed does in fact circulate?' - the complete version of BAYLEs 
masterpiece from 1982, a work for tapes and computer, transforming various instrumental sources with 
electronic means in order to create 'sound images moving like butterflies through audible space' 
[BAYLE]... a very own musical language !  

€13,00 

13 BODIN, LARS-GUNNAR / BENGT EMIL 
JOHNSON - Semikolon  LP Paradigm Discs PD29 2013 

re-issue of both artists debut-LP from 1966 with recordings made 1965 at EMS (Elektron Music Studio) 
for Sveriges Radio; highly experimental collages using sound poetry & electronic sounds, at that time a 
pioneering work that didn't fit in any category (which later was named 'text-sound-composition')! This 
new ed. icludes one previously unreleased bonus-track from the same time ! lim. 500  

€17,00 

14 BOHREN & CLUB OF GORE - Piano 
Nights  do-LP [PIAS] Recordings 

PIAS D4804LP 2014 
the seventh full length album (if you don't count the 'Beileid' EP from 2011) by the German cult 'Ambient 
Jazz' band, now even more refined & reduced acoustic film noir paintings.. printed inner sleeves, 180 gr. 
vinyl, inc. CD-version of the album...."this music is all about sinking in.." [Aquarius Rec.] 

€22,50 

15 BOHREN & CLUB OF GORE - Piano 
Nights  CD 

Ipecac IPC155 / 
[PIAS] Recordings 
PIAS D4804 

2014 
"this music is all about sinking in.." [Aquarius Rec.] - the seventh full length album (if you don't count the 
'Beileid' EP from 2011) by the German cult 'Ambient Jazz' band, now even more refined & reduced 
acoustic film noir paintings..  

€16,00 

16 CISFINITUM - The Bog  CD Infinite Fog IF-39 2013 
THE BOG is dedicated to the myths & archetypes of TOADS (for example the 'princess frog'), using re-
processed sounds of frogs, toads and swamps... (based on field rec. made in China, India, and material 
provided by MARS WELLINK ([AD]-VANCE[D]) and ANDREA MARUTTI (AMON) ) => one long one-
tracker with beautfiul drone scapes, 48+ minutes, 4 parts..  

€13,00 

17 COIL - Porto (live 21.06.2003)  CD  Extrem Ocidente  2006 "official" authorized bootleg / lim. & numbered 600 copies / special cover / LAST COPIES BACK IN 
STOCK !! €20,00 

18 COIL / NINE INCH NAILS - Recoiled  CD Cold Spring 
CSR193CD 2014 the so far unreleased COIL-remixes of NINE INCH NAILS-material, 5 long tracks, available end of 

February 2014 !!  €14,00 

19 COIL / NINE INCH NAILS - Recoiled  LP Cold Spring 
CSR193LP 2014 the so far unreleased COIL-remixes of NINE INCH NAILS-material, 5 long tracks, available end of 

February 2014 !!  €20,00 

20 CORNER, PHILIP - Rocks can fall at any 
Time  LP More Mars Team 

mm010 2013 
four previously unreleased pieces, made in Bali (1989) using Balinese cymbals, 'metal meditations' rec. 
in Bangkok & New York 1996-1997, hypnotic sound/breath-textures (New York 1972), and found-sound 
harmonium mantra pieces from 1999... lim. 350 copies incl. 16 page booklet 

€21,50 

21 COUM TRANSMISSIONS - Home aged 
and the 18 Month Hope  LP DAIS Records DAIS 

051 2013 
third part of unreleased archival recording by the pre-TG project, spanning from 1971-1975: live 
recordings (opening for HAWKWIND (!), a radio interview with GPO from 1973, poetry readings, field 
recordings, piano & violin-based compositions... lim. 1000  

€20,00 

22 D'INCISE - (aral)  CD Mystery Sea MS74 2013 Swiss soundartist & improviser with strong release on Belgiums finest atmospheric music series €13,00 
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MYSTERY SEA => a one-tracker (40+ min.) of microcosmic musique concrete drones, lots of details 
over a humming tone, an 'architecture' of smooth sounds that slowly develops into new forms... lim. 200 
full-colour cardboard sleeve with inlay 

23 DEAD GUM - Sleepy Town  CD-R Phase! Records PHR-
106 2013 newcomer from Greece with piercing low fi guitar drone feedback mantras, not so far away from PETER 

WRIGHT, BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL, etc.. lim. 50  €7,50 

24 DEAUX, CHARLIE (WITH LUSTMORD) - 
Zoetrope - The Motion Picture  DVD Soleilmoon 

Recordings SDVD 2 2005 The film to the CD soundtrack-release of the same name from 2004 , based on KAFKAs "In the Penal 
Colony". Etched DVD-digipack, region free NTSC format. €13,00 

25 DESIDERII MARGINIS - Procession  LP Cyclic Law 48th Cycle 
/ La Esencia LER006 2012 

one of the most melancholic & sad sounding dark ambient projects around, that got more and more 
popular through the years, with a very film-soundtrackish sounding album on Canadian cult label 
CYCLIC LAW; the lim. vinyl version comes in gatefold cover with A2 - poster, 400 copies !! 

€18,50 

26 DOYLE, ROGER - Passades - Vol. 2 (His 
Master's Noise Vol. 3)  CD BV Haast Records 

BVHaast 0505 2005 
second part of PASSADES (2002-2005) creating strangely moving blocks of sound using a special 
software; 9 pieces of stunning electro-acoustic ambience; "Gorgeous and provocative at once, Doyle’s 
music seems unjustly unknown." [Jason Bivins / Dusted mag] 

€14,50 

27 DRUMM, KEVIN - Humid Weather  LP Bocian Records 
BCKD3 2013 

a very quiet (Side A) & dense 'refined noise & drone' work by KEVIN DRUMM, previously only published 
as a lim. CDR by himself, using microphone (feedbacks?), microsound object noises, field recordings 
(thunder, rain), soft electronics & found sounds (voices from the ether, etc.).. very versatile & nice !  

€16,00 

28 DUBUFFET, JEAN - Coucou Bazar  do-CD  Sub Rosa SR350 2013 
"my music was slovenly and dirty, and therefore anti-musical, anti-humanistic" [Jean Dubuffet] - two 
versions of DUBUFFETS "Coucou Bazar" show with music from 1973/1974, one composed by ILHAN 
MIMAROGLU, one by DUBUFFET himself, comes with 40 p. booklet 

€18,00 

29 ELECTRIC URANUS / X-NAVI:ET - Voices 
of the Cosmos II  CD 

Beast of Prey bop 7.8 
/ ETER Records eter 
14 

2013 

second album of the new project from Poland formed by RAFAL IWANSKI (HATI) and WOJCIECH 
ZIEBA (aka INFAMIS), dedicated to combine real exterrestrial 'space' sounds (radio telescope) and 
electroacoustic experimentation - this time focused on radio signals related to sun activities; much of the 
material has been recorded at a Planetarium in Grudziadz => the perfect soundtrack to Aurora Borealis 
phenomena !! 

€12,00 

30 ELGGREN, LEIF - Under the Couch  CD Firework Edition 
Records FER 1100 2011 

obscure psychogeographic recordings made under the original couch of SIGMUND FREUD (located in 
the Freud Museum in London), the father of Psychoanalysis; recorded Sept. 2011, 'it sounds maybe like 
the noise of the unconscious left over from the trauma of brith', a one-tracker of 60+ minutes, incl. 
booklet feat. an essay by LUCIA FARINATI and texts by LEIF ELGGREN about the couch- (and 'under 
the bed') phenomenon 

€14,00 

31 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Electro-Anahata  do-CD  Hors Territoires HT-
19-20 2013 

different & expanded electro-acoustic version of ANAHATA (1986-1994), using the original recordings 
(1984 / 1986); => a sound ceremonial for two voices of Japanese Buddhist monks, three Japanese 
Gagaku instrumentalists, one percussionist, and electro-acoustic interactive sounds; great meditative & 
uplifting gong / metal sounds & atmospheres... 

€21,00 

32 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Galaxies full-
electro  CD Hors Territoires HT-21 2013 

different & expanded electro-acoustic version of GALAXIES (created 1986 - 1994), re-mastered 2013 => 
a wonderful, very spheric, transcendental composition using Japanese mouth organs and temple bells 
(hardly recognisable).. his most 'drone-based' and meditative work!  

€16,00 

33 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - L'Anneau des 
Sept Lumieres  CD Hors Territoires HT-22 2013 newly mastered version of this piece "The Ring of seven Lights" from 1994/95 = variations from a single 

Bonsho sample (traditional Buddhist temple bell), a work derived from his famous ANAHATA work...  €16,00 

34 EMERGE - Desecrate  mCD-R  Attenuation Circuit 
ACM 1020 2013 

"dreamtime musique concrete " - EMERGE is enlarging his compositional approach to reach a more 
organic & warm sound as usual, now based on various sound sources: church organ, guitar feedback 
and animal sounds... endless UR-drones moving around very SLOWLY.... one-tracker 18+ minutes in 
nice mCD box  

€6,50 

35 EMERGE - Live at lab.30  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACLAB 1006 2013 EMERGE live in Augsburg 2010, all sounds were made with COINS only => rumbling & metallic 

otherworldly drones, very radical in its minimalism, a soundtrack for post industrial landscapes...  €8,00 
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36 EXIT IN GREY - Shadows of Stillness  CD Muzyka Voln MV-VIII 2013 

second 'factory-pressed' CD album by Drone Rec. artist EXIT IN GREY from the Moscow-area, almost 
released in parallel to the appearance on our "Drone-Mind//Mind-Drone Vol. 3" LP - four tracks of 
emotional / harmonic / natural drones, so calm & organic & touching deeply, created with guitars & 
effects, harmonium, Polyvox, field recordings, VLF radiowaves of Earth atmosphere and space bodies; 
edition of 300 copies 

€13,00 

37 FIEBIG, GERALD - Pferseer Klangtrilogie  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACRS 1003 2013 

highly conceptual / experimental recordings by Augsburg-based GERALD FIEBIG, who uses abstract 
paintings in a galery as 'scores' to perform, going from poetry / words (meaning) over noise & 
fragmentation to a new structure made out of tones & musical signals (using violin bow samples, 
sculptures by GÜNTHER POSCH & synth drones)... lim. 20 copies only 

€8,00 

38 FREIBAND - Mutatis Mobilis  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACR 1028 2013 

re-workings of AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF and FREIBANDs own source-material, resulting in 
mysterious ambient industrial drones full of metallic overtunes & hissing cloud-mantras, ultra minimal, 
analogue & soft... very nice !  

€8,00 

39 FREIBAND - Mutatis Mobilis  MC Attenuation Circuit 
ACT 1020 2013 the MC version of "Mutatis Mobillis" is the originally used 4-track tape - it can be played and re-mixed in 

a 4-track tape-machine / multi-track recorder! Ultra limited ed. of only 15 copies!! €12,00 

40 FULLMAN, ELLEN - Body Music  CD 
Experimental 
Intermedia Foundation 
XI 109 

1993 music made on the unique self-built 'Long String Instrument' (80 foot long, with 80 strings), creating rich 
overtune-drones full of waving vibrations... great work back in stock ! €14,00 

41 GILBERT, BRUCE & BAW - Diluvial  CD Touch TO:87 2013 
BRUCE GILBERTS collaboration with BAW (Beaconsfield ArtWorks) themed around climate change and 
the 'next great flood', using field recordings from beaches in England, an excellent electroacoustic 
soundscape (73 + minutes) with a big range of organic drones and dense sounds..  

€14,00 

42 HAYLECK, ANDY - Two Gong / Wire 
Pieces  LP Ehse Records EHSE 

006 2006 two gong drone scapes by this interesting Baltimore-based soundartist, who used a special system 
performing a long wire bowed on a Chinese Gong..... screenprinted cover, lim 500, to discover !  €16,00 

43 HIVE MIND - Elemental Disgrace  LP Spectrum Spools 
SP009 2011 

"field recordings from the end of the world" - apocalyptic / subterranean synth-drones and sounds with a 
very bleak character (no melodies, no harmonies, no cosmic bubbles), focused on textures & 
frequencies of the electro-drone... recommended album from this US project 

€20,00 

44 
IF, BWANA / SUSTAINED 
DEVELOPMENT / ELEKTROJUDAS / 
EMERGE - Crossgrained  

do-CDR  Attenuation Circuit 
ACC 1009 2013 

unique live recordings made in Augsburg, Germany, July 2012 => three IF, BWANA solo pieces (purely 
electronic & experimental) & two bonus tracks with the three other projects joining on stage (more 
improvised, droney, instrumental based), resulting in two completely different sounding discs...  

€12,00 

45 IKEDA, RYOJI - Supercodex  CD Raster-Noton R-N 150 2013 final album of IKEDA's Raster-Noton trilogy, exploring the potentials between 'data of sound' and 'sound 
of data' => wildly raging sinus-tone patterns and non-patterns in the typical IKEDA anti-music style  €16,50 

46 JOHANNSSON, JOHANN - Englabörn  CD 4AD Records CAD 
2733CD 2007 re-issue of first album for TOUCH by the great Icelandic composer, deeply melancholic neo-classic 

made for a theatre-play €14,00 

47 JOHANNSSON, JOHANN - IBM 1401, a 
User's Manual  CD 4AD Recorsd CAD 

2609 CD 2006 first album for 4AD, based on old tape-recordings from the 60's made by his father with a vintage IBM 
1401 computer system  €14,00 

48 JOHANNSSON, JOHANN - The Prisoners 
OST  LP 

NTOV V9LP / 
Cobraside Distribution 
Inc. 1179  

2013 
Original Soundtrack to the film THE PRISONERS by DENIS VILLENEUVE - you haven't seen 
JOHANNSSON so sombre & captivating, quiet & sad.... desolate & beautiful neo-classic ambience at the 
same time!  

€24,00 

49 KOMMISSAR HJULER & GUI RONG - 
Erzählung der roten Gaslampe  MC  Voluntary Whores 

VOWHO012 2014 

KOMMISSAR HJULER in collaboration with a Chinese opera singer (of course) - the true ART BRUT 
sound, a symphony of metal-bangs and bells & weird quasi-chinese singings & instrumental 
madness..C-50...11th tape on the great German tape label, always using coloured MC bodies & 
oversized art-covers (21x21cm) with additional object inside (this time a painted electro-nut! ), lim. to 70 
copies  

€8,00 

50 KÜPPER, LEO - Electronic Works & 
Voices 1961-1979  do-LP Sub Rosa SRV335 2013 re-issue of two LPs (from 1971/1981) with 5 pieces (his earliest available works, created 1961-1979, 

when he worked mainly with pure electronic sounds & human voice) by this amazing composer from 
€20,00 
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Belgium (*1935) known for his "sound domes" => contains material based on the GAME machine (early 
automatic machine), a piece using poetry from ANTONIN ARTAUD, a work for a 12 people choir, etc... 
lim. 300 on solid silver vinyl ! 

51 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - The more it 
stays the same  DVD-R Terminal 

Kaleidoscope  2013 
historic show recorded in Tel Aviv in June 2013 where The Dots violinist from the 80s, Patrick Paganini, 
was a special guest. A 2-camera recording, 15 tracks incl. CURIOUS GUY, BLACKLIST, THE MORE IT 
CHANGES, CASTING THE RUINS...  

€15,00 

52 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Traumstadt 2  do-CDR  Terminal 
Kaleidoscope  2013 finally a re-issue of this 16-track compiliation (enhanced), first released as MC back in 1988 (Jarmusic) 

=> a collection of unreleased material and rare compilations tracks 1982-1985 €16,00 

53 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Traumstadt 4  CD-R Terminal 
Kaleidoscope  2013 two very long tracks from the late 80's , first released as MC-only back in 1998 on JARMUSIC => this is 

early experimental & at times very psychedelic DOTS at their best !  €13,00 

54 MAEROR TRI - Peak Experience  CD Infinite Fog IF-32 2013 remastered re-issue of the very first official MT cassette-release from 1989, lim. 250 heavy 'digibook'-
design with great new cover-artwork! UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE WHEEL !  €15,00 

55 MAMIFFER - "Live" through MENCHE  MC Sige Records 
SIGE024 2013 

collector's item! DANIEL MENCHE remixed live recordings of MAMIFFER and transformed them into 
awesome drones....- lim. 100 in handstamped & handsewn cover, incl. 2 double sided photo cards; only 
very few in stock 

€18,00 

56 MARCLAY, CHRISTIAN - Guitar Drag  LP Neon Gallery 
NEON002LP 2006 

one-sided transparent vinyl by this famous conceptual (sound) artist ("Record without a Cover"), with the 
soundtrack for his video "Guitar Drag" from 2000, showing "an amplified Fender Stratocaster guitar 
attached to a rope being pulled behind a pick-up truck. As the guitar drags across the road it produces a 
range of sounds from the bumping and the friction against the varied surface"; you also hear the 
environmental sounds, the truck, etc.. great anti-music record !! 

€24,00 

57 MARTINEZ, ISRAEL - Nadaanda  LP Musica Moderna 
MM006 2012 

three new pieces by this interesting Mexican composer, derived from pure field recordings and 
processed with special working concepts, very pure and direct microsounding object-noises, human 
body creations & undefiable stuff... for fans of MURMER, ERIC LA CASA, etc. :: lim. 200 copies only  

€15,00 

58 MARTIN, AARON / CHRISTOPH BERG - 
Day has ended  CD Dronarivm DR-14 2013 

split album with intimate ambience based on instrumental sources with a folk-drone or neo-classic / 
chamber touch....by these two composers from Kansas (USA) and Germany (CHRISTOPH BERG is 
also active as FIELD ROTATTION) ! lim. 250  

€13,00 

59 MILLIS, ROBERT - Relief  LP Helen Scarsdale 
Agency HMS 025 2013 

first solo-LP by the CLIMAX GOLDEN TWIN member and 'ethno' field recorder & film-maker (DVDs on 
Sublime Frequencies), creating a very special form of psychedelic ambience, combining electronic & 
found sounds.. "A fever dream of blurred harmonics and ethnomusicological spelunking"; lim. 400 copies 

€16,00 

60 MYSTIFIED & MARTYN SCHMIDT - An 
Effort of Memory  CD-R  Attenuation Circuit 

ACE 1002 2013 collab of German poet and sound artist MARTYN SCHMIDT with MYSTIFIED, => sound poetry drone 
muzak, dense & dark atmospheres.. €8,00 

61 NIBLOCK, PHILL - Touch Five  do-CD TOUCH TO:91 2013 
five newer pieces using different instruments as sources (cello, electrip harp, guitars) to create 
microtonal shifting drones that gradually go from one tone to another producing rich overtones.. (the 23 
min. piece on CD 2 was recorded by three different guitar quartets who had to play the piece 10 times in 
one day...) => timeless drone-minimalism from the now 80 year old drone-master from New York  

€16,00 

62 O'ROURKE, JIM - Old News #9  do-LP Editions Mego OLD 
NEWS #9 2013 

for the first time brandNEW recordings (2012-2013) in this series with higly abstract & experimental, 
atmospheric compositions, extremely transformed field recordings morph from one state to another => 
drones that rustle, oscillate, pulsate, fizzle, in endless hallucinogenic formations.. great new work & one 
of our most favourite O'ROURKE releases so far !! 

€20,00 

63 OTTAVI, JULIEN - The Black Symphony  CD Monochrome Vision 
[mv46] 2013 a symphony of pure white noise structures in 7 movements by the French multi-media soundartist; to 

discover if you like "absolute" music! lim. 500 €12,00 

64 P-ORRIDGE, GENESIS BREYER & BRYIN 
DALL - She Loves  LP Old Europa Cafe 

OELP 012 2013 
the godfather/-mother of Industrial Music who went through numerous transformations & mutations 
through his career with a very versatile collection of songs and sounds...lim. 500, orange vinyl , gatefold 
cover, nice psychedelic design! feat. LADY JAYE, BACHIR ATTAR, and a cover-version of VELVET 

€28,00 
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UNDERGROUNDs "Femme Fatale" !! 

65 
PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE & 
JOACHIM MONTESSUIS - 
Voxorgachitectronumputer  

CD Sub Rosa SR326 2011 
a live recording (one piece 61+ min.) from 2007 based on organ-drones & voicesounds with JOACHIM 
MONTESSUIS from Paris, known for his experimental voice processings ('transversal sonic poetry') & 
dramatic performances 

€13,00 

66 PARMEGIANI, BERNARD - De Natura 
Sonorum  do-LP Recollection GRM 

REGRM 011 2013 
vinyl re-issue of this masterpiece from 1975 (CD version is sold out currently), consisting of 12 
movements of mostly quiet, resonating electronic sounds, going deep into the core of acoustic vibrations 
& waves, sound fields, interfering oscillations, transforming sonic bubbles ...  

€20,50 

67 PITRELEH - same  LP Important Records 
IMPREC 384 2013 collaboration of ELEH and DUANE PITRE; first release, lim. 700 standard ed.  €19,50 

68 POOK, JOCELYN - Flood  CD Virgin Records CDVE 
944 1999 

re-issue of "Deluge" (1997), an album based on the myths, legends & fears of the two millenia years 
1000 & 2000, linking religious chants & hymns, classical music & field recordings in a breathtaking 
emotional way; some pieces of "Deluge" were re-mixed and re-worked for STANLEY KUBRICKs 
masterpiece "EYES WIDE SHUT"! Highly recommended if you like challenging film music!!  

€10,00 

69 POTTER, COLIN - Two Nights  LP Deep Distance DD10 2013 re-issue of very old / rare MC from 1981 (ICR 004) , using synths, a sequencer, drum machine & effects 
plus guitar, spontaneous recording; lim. 500, vinyls are "half red/green" coloured !! €14,00 

70 PRETERITE - Pillar of Winds  CD Handmade Birds HB-
030 2011 

the following project of MENACE RUINEs GENEVIEVE BEAULIEAU (together with JAMES HAMILTON 
(NEBRIS; etc.) => excellent, deeply emotional mystic & melancholic folk drone, with GENEVIEVE's 
unescapable singing & use of harmonium & kemence... lim. 500, hard to find in EU !  

€16,50 

71 PSYCHIC TV - Hacienda  CD Cold Spring 
CSR187CD 2013 live recording from Nov. 5, 1984, made in Manchester at the legendary Hacienda club - feat. JOHN 

GOSLING, ALEX FERGUSSON, PAUL REESON and GPO  €12,00 

72 PSYCHIC TV - Live at the Marquee  CD Cold Spring 
CSR189CD 2013 live recording made in London, 20th May 1986, at the Marquee club, so far unheard !  €12,00 

73 PSYCHIC TV - Thee fabulous Feast ov 
Flowering Light  CD Cold Spring 

CSR188CD 2013 previously unreleased London show from 19th May 1985 with unique line up, feat. HÖH (HILMAR ÖRN 
HILMARSSON), DAVE BALL (!) (SOFT CELL), ROSE Mc. DOWALL, etc.. !! €12,00 

74 RAJKOWSKI / ZGRAJA / REGINATTO / 
RÖMISCH - WasserturMusic  CD  Nefryt N 024 2013 

meditative improvisation recordings made in a historic water tower in Braunschweig (Germany), by: - 
MIROSLAW RAJKOWSKI - overtune singing, tibetan bells; GRZEGORZ ZGRAJA - trumlet, flugelhorn, 
pipe organ, Bulgarian flute; MARCEL REGINATTO - alto sax; HENRYK RÖMISCH - double bass, e-
bass.. very wide, spacey, flowing sounds with endless reverb... nice oversized gatefold cover, lim. 350  

€13,00 

75 RAPOON - I am a Foreigner  CD Caciocavallo CAD 26 2003 'an exploration of new spaces and senses' - RAPOON album from 2003, back in stock  €13,00 

76 RAPOON - Just say the Faith  LP Soleilmoon Rec. 
SOLV 006 1998 back in stock - first RAPOON LP from 1998, which sounded very much similar to old ZOVIET FRANCE 

roots ! last copies !  €15,00 

77 RAPOON - Raising Earthly Spirits  CD Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL 65 1999 re-issue of the 2nd legendary RAPOON album, released 1993; masterpiece of ethno/trance post 

industrial  €13,00 

78 RAPOON - Recurring (Dream Circle)  CD Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL11CD 1996 re-issue of three remixed tracks from the very first RAPOON-album "Dream Circle" (1992) plus lots of 

previously unreleased stuff... BACK IN STOCK !  €13,00 

79 RAPOON - Seeds in the Tide Vol. 2  do-CD Zoharum ZOHAR 057-
2 2013 

collection of the rare & beautiful Vol.2 - tracks taken from compilations, small or limited formats & live 
materials: CD 1: 2000-2003, CD 2: Live at Klanggalerie in Vienna May 2000 (released as lim. MC 
before); nice double digipack 

€16,00 

80 RE-DRUM - Eclipse  CD-R  Attenuation Circuit 
ACR 1030 2013 

surrealistic & dreamy, soft feedbacking ghost-ambience by from Russia, using hypnotizing, entrancing 
voices & field recordings along with metallic sounding instrumental samples & slowly swirling 
electronics... 4 long pieces - 53+ min, comes in nice transparent plastic box with coloured paper-cover 
=> impressive album of entrancing otherwordly atmospheres, to discover ! 

€8,00 

81 RENALDO & THE LOAF - Songs for do-CD  Klanggalerie gg184 2013 re-isseu of album from 1981 (re-mastered), with 50minutes of bonus-material on disc 2 €20,00 
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swinging Larvae  

82 ROZMANN, AKOS - Images of the Dream 
and Death  3 x LP  Ideologic Organ 

SOMA 016 2013 

ROZMANNs epic, esoteric masterpiece - an opus of unsettling & challenging electronic noises, 
assembled in a unique way, intense - mysterious - otherworldy; an acoustic drama intended to symbolize 
'Good and the Evil ; this is the fourth recorded version from 2001 (at EMS in Stockholm); another re-
issue in the fine vinyl series curated by STEPHEN O'MALLEY - re-mastered, new cover design, liner 
notes by JIM O'ROURKE !! 

€30,00 

83 SAL SOLARIS - Die Scherben 2004-2010  CD 
KultFront KF-XX / 
Zhelezobeton ZHB-
XXXVII  

2013 
collection of rare compilation tracks and unrelased material by this Russian post industrial duo from 
Moscow / Moscow-area, really bleak & opressive stuff somewhere between power electronics and dark 
ambient..  

€12,00 

84 SKY BURIAL - Pas the sarvering Gallack 
Seas and flaming Nebyul Eye  CD Obfuscated Records 

OR27 2013 
inspired by a dystopian novel from RUSSELL HOBAN, this new SKY BURIAL album sounds to us like 
reaching a critical mass of cosmic alien obscurity... a kind of deranged 'cosmic' dark ambience filled with 
organic beings... feat. diverse guest musicians again as NIGEL AYERS (NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS) or 
JOHN BALISTRERI (SLOGUN)...  

€13,00 

85 SPECTRAL ARMIES - The Vanished 
People  LP AltVinyl av025 2010 

another group with former VOLCANO THE BEAR member NICK MOTT - recorded outdoors at a disused 
quarry & at two farms in Cornwall, this music is made up by environmental sounds, acoustic instruments 
& electronics... experimental drones, deranged folk, 'weird' is the 'normal' here... difficult to categorize, 
the label calls it "Psychedelic Concrete Folk Noise"; lim. 250 copies only 

€17,50 

86 SPLENDID GHETTO PIPERS - Die Gute 
Besserung  do-CDR 

Rain, Dear! 
Recordings & 
Revelations  

2013 
promising drone-newcomer duo from Greifswald, Germany, presenting a live recording made Sept. 2013 
with its full 103 minutes of handmade drone-glory performed w. guitars & electronics....'warm Breezes of 
blissful Drones and velvet Walls of Sounds'; comes in very nice selfmade printed cardboard cover with 
photo-inlay 

€8,00 

87 SWANS - The burning World  CD Water WATER253 2012 re-issue of their famous album from 1989 - the first and last major record label release; produced by 
BILL LASWELL, feat. JARBOE €17,00 

88 TARAB - Strata  CD Unfathomless U18 2013 
field recordings made at 'vacant lots' in the suburbs of Melbourne - abandoned zones between factories, 
railways & highways, somewhere in between the 'industrial' and 'nature'.. TARAB tried to capture the odd 
feelings of emptiness that occur in these areas... lim. 200 copies 

€14,00 

89 
THEE SILVER MT. ZION MEMORIAL 
ORCHESTRA - Fuck off get free we pour 
Light on everything  

CD Constellation CST099 2014 eighth album by the GYBE-offshoot from Montreal, now reduced to 5 players (bass, drums, guitar & 2 
violins) - as passionate and political (& with beautyfilled melancholy) as ever!  €14,50 

90 
THEE SILVER MT. ZION MEMORIAL 
ORCHESTRA - Fuck off get free we pour 
Light on everything  

LP Constellation CST099 2014 eighth album by the GYBE-offshoot from Montreal, now reduced to 5 players (bass, drums, guitar & 2 
violins) - as passionate and political (& with beautyfilled melancholy) as ever!  €21,50 

91 THIGHPAULSANDRA - Some Head  maxi-CD  Eskaton 21 2000 two track EP feat. HANS JÜRGEN RAUSCH and JOHN BALANCE, lim. 1000, back in stock last copies €15,00 

92 UN (COLIN POTTER & PAUL BRADLEY) - 
The Final Question  CD ICR ICRTH 1 2012 

new project by COLIN POTTER & PAUL BRADLEY, working more performance orientated, with first 
album ; all material recorded at live sessions - a very droney, cosmic sounding affair with nice spatial 
effects, very carefully constructed...  

€12,00 

93 V4W.ENKO & D'INCISE - AM.P.REM.EC  LP Everest Records 
er_sp_051 2012 

very abstract & experimental French-Ukrainian (internet) collaboration using many fast changing 
micro/glitch - sounds over droney basics, carefully constructed and never turning into real noise, very 
nice, to discover !  

€14,00 

94 VAINIO, MIKA / JOACHIM NORDWALL - 
Monstrance  do-LP Touch TO:88v 2013 

studio collaboration (recorded summer 2013 in Berlin) by VAINIO with JOACHIM NORDWALL (SKULL 
DEFEKTS, iDEAL Rec. label, etc..) - powerful drone pulses & minimal guitar noise excursions; two 45 
rpm 12" with 7 pieces 

€18,00 

95 VELEZ, DAVID & SIMON WHETHAM - Yoi  CD Unfathomless U17 2013 fully exciting field recordings made in the Colombian Amazonas, the air is filled with tremendous energy 
of natural sounds - a very vivid MIND-SPACE, highly recommended if you like powerful, surrealistic 

€14,00 
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environmental drones.. "The jungle plays tricks on your senses. It's full of lies, demons, illusions" 
[Werner Herzog]; lim. 200  

96 V.A. - CALIFORNIA  10xLP-BOX Ground Fault / 
RRRecords 2006 

back in stock this massive boxset with 20 Californian noise-artists, each covering 1 LP side: JOE 
COLLEY, GX JUPITTER-LARSEN, SOLID EYE, JOHN WIESE, DAMION ROMERO, CONTROL, and 
many more...  

€78,00 

97 V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 
3 LP Drone Records MIND-

03 2013 

the NEW LP-series from Drone Records, dedicated to the Drones of the World, and the Drones of our 
Minds. A kind of continuation of the Drone 7"-series on a more user-friendly format. Each LP features 
four artists from the international drone-scene and is limited to 500 copies, pressed on four different 
vinyl-colours. Vol. 3: JIM HAYNES (USA), MANINKARI (Belgique), KSHATRIY (Russia), EXIT IN GREY 
(Rus). stunning artwork paintings by British artist PETE GREENING, design by TILMANN 
BENNINGHAUS  

€15,00 

98 V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 
3 LP x 4 Drone Records MIND-

03 - ALL COLOURS 2013 
for the ILLUMINATED COLLECTORS: get all four vinyl colours of the second Drone Rec LP for a special 
price- as long as they're available! Vinyl-colours each 125x : RED YELLOW MIXED // CLEAR WHITE 
MIXED // WHITE & GREEN MIXED // BLACK  

€50,00 

99 V.A. - The Orchestra of Futurist Noise 
Intoners  do-LP Sub Rosa SRV316 2013 

the first ever complete reconstruction of LUIGI RUSSOLOs "Intonarumori" (his self-built noise intoners) - 
which where then perfomed by diverse artists like LUCIANO CHESSA (who curated the whole project), 
BLIXA BARGELD, PAULIINE OLIVEROS, ELLEN FULLMAN, MIKE PATTON, ULRICH KRIEGER, 
TEHO TEARDO, also classical & Jazz musicians... gatefold-cover with extensive liner-notes about the 
project 

€20,00 

100 WISHART, TREVOR - Beach Singularity / 
Menagerie  LP York Electronic 

Studios YES 8 1979 
we got some ORIGINAL copies of this more than 30 years old LP, with two long pieces by the British 
composer of absurd & curious musique concrete; covers have aged (were not sealed) but overall this 
comes in a good condition, vinyl is MINT! comes with original inlay 

€25,00 

101 WYNESS, JAMES - Stultifera Navis  CD Mystery Sea MS75 2013 
Scottish field recording artist & builder of self made instruments & objects with music that is rather 'pure 
atmosphere', that floats by completely unconsciously, somehow derived from field recordings.. lim. 200 
full-colour cardboard sleeve with inlay 

€13,00 

102 YANAGISAWA, EISUKE - Into the Cave  CD-R Spalt-ung 2012 
field recordings from a big cave in the high mountains of Japan, strange metallic sounding water 
droppings & more on 6 tracks... 'the cave itself can be regarded as a huge Suikinkutsu. Once stepping 
into the cave, I became a part of the natural sound sculpture, listening to it and resonating with it.'; 
comes in nice handmade photo/paper cover, factory replicated CDR, lim. 100 copies 

€9,00 

103 Z'EV - A Handful of Elements  CD Cold Spring Records 
CSR182CD 2013 very droney collection of works (unreleased material from his archives), inspired by the 'five elements".. 

"the other side of ambient, through the door between your eyes" [label info] €12,00 

104 Z'EV + NICK PARKIN - The Ascending 
Scale  CD Soleilmoon 

Recordings SOL 174 2011 

collaborations based on recording sessions from 2008 & 2009 which have been further processed with 
great success => powerful, trance-inducing & very abstract metal- & gong drones integrating all kinds of 
sounds (instruments, field recordings, objecs..) to form three floating compositions that transform & 
morph in many ways.. a masterpiece ! Lim. 350 , comes w. screenprinted handmade cover & perfumed 
inlay 

€15,00 

105 ZINC ROOM - Ash  CD  Evil Dead Productions 
EDP 010 2013 

new material 2012 - 2013.. third part of trilogy (with Shifiting Soil & Wooden Room) by this strong 'old 
school industrial' outfit from Ekaterinburg, Russia... a very low-fi, powerful, handplayed pulsating wall of 
sound with entrancing effect - "bass guitar, spiral springs, samples and natural elements (steel slabs, 
sand, dry branches, stones)" 

€12,00 
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